


Lucky Heaven slot is inspired by Chinese culture, 
which is never out of style!

This high volatility classical slot is designed in 
traditional style and filled with well-known Chinese 
luck symbols, each having a strong purpose of 
bringing wealth and fortune.

PLAY DEMO

Lucky Heaven

10 AUG 2021

LuckyHeaven

95.55%

Slots

3x3

1

High

7.04%

700x bet

€0.01/€100.00

16:9, Responsive

n/a

Chinese, Luck, Heaven, Tradition, Asian, Culture

UK, MT, LV, EE, LT, DK, SE, NL, GE, IT, RO
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http://play.ladyluckgames.io/games/luckyheaven


Lucky Heaven slot is inspired by Chinese culture, 
which is never out of style!

This high volatility classical slot is designed in 
traditional style and filled with well-known Chinese 
luck symbols, each having a strong purpose of 
bringing wealth and fortune.

Lucky Heaven

28 OCT 2021

LuckyHeaven88

88.0%

Slots

3x3

1

High

7.04%

650x bet

€0.01/€100.00

16:9, Responsive

n/a

Chinese, Luck, Heaven, Tradition, Asian, Culture

MT
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About

Beautiful Chinese valley peeking through the clouds in the distance and a calming soundtrack that 
perfectly matches the entire atmosphere will surely bring out a joyful mood.
The slot is also enchanted with the special re-spin feature triggered by every win! You can get up to 
2 re-spins, and each of them will bring you to a new level with increased pay-outs.



When the bet is placed, the first spin is made 
on Level 1. If there’s a win, you get a re-spin
on Level 2.

The win pay-outs are multiplied X4, and only 
higher-paying symbols are present on the 
reels.
If there’s a win, you get a re-spin on Level 3.

Level 1

Level 2



The win pay-outs are multiplied X8, 
and only Wild symbols are present 
on the reels for the top wins. After 
Level 3, you return to Level 1.

Level 3



Level 1

Paytable

Level 2 Level 3

€50

€50

€25

€15

€10

€8

€5

€3

3x any

€200

€200

€100

€80

€400



Paylines

The game is played on one line.
Payouts are made according to the paytable for the corresponding 

level above. Paytable wins are multiplied by the bet value.
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